Comparing

Jenny has two cats, Princess and Lucky. They are both the same age, but Lucky is bigger. Lucky has white and grey fur, whereas Princess is as black as the night. Both cats are very friendly and love to play games. The two cats always eat together but Lucky eats a lot quicker! After dinner they go upstairs and rest. Lucky sleeps by the window and Princess sleeps on the bed with Jenny.

1. Compare Lucky and Princess.
   What’s the same?
   Underline similarities in green.
   What’s different?
   Underline differences in red.

2. Do you have a pet? How is your pet similar and different to Jenny’s cats?
Comparing Answers

Jenny has two cats, Princess and Lucky. They are both the same age, but Lucky is bigger. Lucky has white fur, whereas Princess is as black as the night. Both cats are very friendly and love to play games. The two cats always eat together but Lucky eats a lot quicker! After dinner they go upstairs and rest. Lucky sleeps by the window and Princess sleeps on the bed with Jenny.

1. Compare Lucky and Princess.
   
   What’s the same?
   
   **Underline similarities in green.**
   
   What’s different?
   
   **Underline differences in red.**
   
2. Do you have a pet? How is you pet similar and different to Jenny’s cats?
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